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Equilibrium magnetization states of thin nanopartiles of variousforms are studied theoretially, using the approximation of theeffetive anisotropy aused by the magneti dipolar interation.The magnetization distributions near a plane angle and for dots,whih have form of regular polygons, are predited theoretiallyfor magnets with weak exhange interation. The sizes ofmagnetization inhomogeneities near the angle vertex are estimatedtheoretially. The analyti results are in a good agreement withthe results of miromagneti simulations for square prisms.1. IntrodutionIn reent years, a growing interest in the study ofstati and dynami properties of nm-sized magnetipartiles. This interest is aused by unusual physialproperties of objets and various pratial appliations[1�3℄. Magneti properties of nanopartiles are welldesribed in the marospin approximation [4℄ only ifthe size of a partile does not exeed 10 nm [1℄. Forpartiles of a greater size, the ground state stops to behomogeneous. In magnetis, there appear the domainstrutures whose harateristi size is determined bythe �magneti length� l = pA=K (A is the exhangeinteration onstant, and K is the single-ion anisotropyonstant). Magneti anisotropy is a reason for theappearane of a domain struture in massive speimens.In small partiles made of magnetially soft materialswith a small fator of quality Q = K=4�M2s � 1(Ms is the saturation magnetization), the magnetidipolar interation turns out to be the dominantmehanism of appearane of a domain struture [1,5℄: the typial �exhange length� ` = pA=4�M2s isabout 5�10 nm for typial magnetially soft materials.

Inhomogeneous states in suh magnetis, in partiulara domain struture, are determined, in the first turn,by the form of a magnet. The reason for suh statesto appear is the anisotropy of a form whih is dueto the magneti dipolar interation [5℄. In partiular,the plane-parallel distribution of the magnetizationwith magneti flux losure patterns is observed inthe magneti elements of �m-sized thin films [1℄.The magnetization distribution in suh strutures isdesribed by the van den Berg method [6�9℄. Theidea onsists in the determination of a two-dimensional(plane-parallel) magnetization field ensuring the fullabsene of a demagnetization field, whih is possibleonly in the absene of bulk (~r � ~M = 0) and surfae( ~M �~n = 0) magnetostati harges. It was shown in [6�9℄with the use of the methods of differential geometry that,for a one-onneted region, a orresponding solenoidaldistribution of the magnetization is possible only underthe appearane of a domain struture. It is worth notingthat the van den Berg domains do not inlude a thinstruture (the zero thikness of a domain wall) due tothe neglet of the exhange interation. Though theidealized model of van den Berg explains the reason forthe appearane of inhomogeneous states in elements ofmagnetially soft films of miron size, it stops to be validfor smaller systems of submiron size due to the possibleturning of the magnetization vetor from the plane,the inhomogeneous distribution over thikness, et. [10℄.But just partiles of submiron size are atual now fornumerous applioations. In partiular, in partiles of thedisk form, the ground state an be vortex one [1, 11℄.Partiles in the vortex state are promising andidatesfor fast gages of magneti fields and data-storage devies



EFFECTIVE ANISOTROPY IN NANOMAGNETICSwith high density [11℄ and for the study of fundamentalproperties of magneti substanes.As was already noted, the basi reason for aninhomogeneity of the magnetization distribution inmagnetially soft nanomagnetis is the magneti dipolarinteration, whose aount is the neessary ondition forthe adequate desription of inhomogeneous struturesof the magnetization. The nonloal harater of themagneti dipolar interation signifiantly ompliatesthe theoretial analysis of properties of magnetinanostrutures whih is usually performed numerially,e.g., with the use of miromagneti modeling [12℄. Bynow, the analyti analysis of the magneti dipolarinteration was arried out for ertain limiting relationsbetween the parameters of a system: the length L,thikness h, and exhange length `. In partiular,it was proved in [13℄ that, for infinitely thin filmsunder the onditions h=L ! 0 and `=L ! onst,the magnetostati energy has a loal form of theanisotropy energy of the �easy plane� type; in thisase, the homogeneous ground state is realized in theplane of a film. The magnetostati interpretation ofthe mentioned effetive anisotropy is redued to theinfluene of surfae magnetostati harges: the surfaeharges along a film reate a magnetostati apaitorwith energy 2�M2s [14℄. The magnetostati harges of theedge surfae ause the surfae anisotropy [14�16℄ thatleads to the appearane of surfae nonlinear exitations,in partiular, half-vorties or boojums [17�19℄. Theanalyti desription of the effetive anisotropy ausedby the magneti dipolar interation was onstrutedreently in work [20℄ for magnetis of finite thiknessunder the onditionsh=L� 1; `=L� 1: (1)In this approah, it is assumed that the magnetization~M = Ms(sin � os�; sin � sin�; os �) depends only onthe oordinates (�; �) in the plane of a magnet.Suh plane-parallel distribution of the magnetizationis adequate for magnetis of onstant thikness underonditions (1). Aording to [20℄, the energy of themagneti dipolar interation looks asE = �M2s h Z Wd2x;W = A[1� 3 os2 �℄ + sin2�RehBe2{(���)i : (2)The quantities A � A(�; �) and B � B(�; �) arefuntions of the oordinates and determine the

Fig. 1. Designations for the alulation of the effetive anisotropyfor an angleoeffiients of spatially inhomogeneous anisotropy:A = 12� 2�Z0 G(P=h)d�� 23 ; G(x) =px2 + 1� x; (3a)B = � 12� 2�Z0 [G(P=h) + 2 lnG(h=P )℄ e�2{�d�: (3b)Here, P � P (�; �j�) denotes the distane from a point(�; �) to the lateral surfae of a speimen in the diretion� (see Fig. 1).It is worth noting that the form of the funtionsA(�; �) and B(�; �) is ompletely determined by the sizeand form of a speimen. In this ase, h plays the roleof a length unit. The oeffiient A is real-valued in allthe ases and plays the role of the onstant of effetiveuniaxial anisotropy (direted normally to the plane ofa speimen). Under the onditions A > 0 and A < 0,the anisotropies of the �easy axis� and �easy plane� arerealized, respetively. We note that, for thin speimens,we have always the easy-plane anisotropy [20℄. In thinspeimens where the magnetization lies mainly in theXY -plane, the diretion � in the plane is determined bythe seond term in the formula for the energy in (2),namely by the expression Re�Be2{(���)�. By minimizingthe energy, this diretion is determined as�(�; �) = �+ �2 � 12ArgB(�; �): (4)We now onsider the lines of effetive anisotropy, thetangents to whih at points (�; �) have the slope angleISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8 803
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Fig. 2. Dependenes A(�) (thin line) and B(�) (bold line) along thebisetrix for different values of the angle 
: solid line � 
 = �=3,dashed line � 
 = 5�=6�(�; �) [20℄. These lines determine the magnetizationdistribution for a purely two-dimensional distributionand the neglet by both the exhange interationand the single-ion anisotropy. We note that, at largedistanes from the surfae (the quantity jBj tendsto 0 with inrease in the distane from the surfae,see Fig. 2 and Fig. 2b in [20℄), the alulation ofthe magnetization distribution requires to aount allmagneti interations. In this ase, the lines of effetiveanisotropy are a means to approximately aount themagnetostati interation as a loal one. But, as wasshown in work [20℄, the method desribes very preiselythe magnetization distribution in inhomogeneous statesof real nanomagnetis under onditions (1).In the present work within the indiated approah,we study the magnetization distribution in magnetisof various geometries. In this ase, we neglet speififeatures of the surfae layer of a magneti, by assumingthat the state of magneti ions of the surfae layer doesnot differ from the state of internal ions. In Setion 2, westudy the distribution of the lines of effetive anisotropynear a planar angle. The results are generalized to theanalysis of suh a distribution in magnetis that haveform of regular polygons (Setion 3). In Setion 4, weanalyze the size of inhomogeneities near the verties ofangles.2. Effetive Anisotropy Near a Planar AngleWe now onsider an infinite plane ferromagneti platewith thikness h whih has the form of an angle \
 (seeFig. 1). In this ase, the distanes P1 and P2 to the angle

sides are defined asP1(�; �j�) = � sin(
� �)sin(�+ ��
) ; P2(�; �j�) = � � sin(�)sin(�+ �) :Let us onsider the behavior of the effetiveanisotropy along the angle bisetrix � = 
=2. Thealulation by formulas (3) indiates that the oeffiientsA and B are real-valued along the angle bisetrix:A = 1� �Z
=2G(P=h)d�� 23 ;B = � 1� �Z
=2os 2� [G(P=h) + 2 lnG(h=P )℄ d�;P � P1(�j�) = P2(�j � �) = � sin
=2sin(��
=2) : (5)Aording to (4), the lines of effetive anisotropy areparallel to the bisetrix at B < 0 and normal to it atB > 0. At the point of the bisetrix, where B = 0, wehave a saddle point. Moreover, the density of the linearpart of the magnetostati energy at this point will notdepend on the orientation of the magnetization in theplane of a speimen �. The straightforward alulationof expressions (5) for angles 
 2 (0;�) givesA(�) = � 1�"artg�� sin 
2 �+ artg�p1 + �2 tg 
2 �++� sin 
2 ln p1 + �2 � � os 
22� sin2 
4 #+ 13 ;B(�) = �34 os
 + os
� "artg�� sin 
2 �++12 artg �2 tg 
2 � 2 tg
2p1 + �2 ��� sin 
2 ln 2� sin2 
4 �p1 + �2 + � os 
2 �1 + �2 sin2 
2 #++sin
� "p1 + �2 � � + ln �p1 + �2 + 1#;where � = �=h. The dependene A(�) is alwaysmonotonously dereasing (see Fig. 2). The dependene804 ISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the lines of effetive anisotropy for differentangles: a: 
 = �=3, b: 
 = �=2, : 
 = 2�=3, d: 
 = 3�=4B(�) qualitatively hanges its form on the passagethrough the ritial value
r = 2�3 : (6)For angles 
 2 (0; 
r), the funtion B(�) takes onlynegative values and monotonously inreases. However,at 
 2 (
r;�), there appears a maximum of thedependene B(�). In this ase, the funtion hangesits sign at some value �r (see Fig. 2). Calulatingnumerially the oeffiient B(�; �) for the whole areaof the angle by formula (3b), we an onstrut aharateristi distribution of the lines of effetiveanisotropy for various angles (see Fig. 3). The mainpeuliarity of angles 
 2 (
r;�) is the appearane of asaddle point on the bisetrix whih is shown in Fig. 3,das a irle.The position of a saddle point �r is determinedby the ondition B(�r) = 0 (see Fig. 4). For angles
 2 (
r;�) that have a saddle point, one mayexpet, in the ase of weak exhange interationand strong magneti dipolar interation, the preseneof a domain wall along the angle bisetrix whihstarts at the angle vertex and terminates at thepoint �r.Analyti estimates of the position of a saddle pointan be exeuted in two limiting ases. If 
 . �,then the ritial distane �r � 1, and the asymptotiestimation�r � 2e e(��
=2)tg
 (7)

Fig. 4. Distane from the angle vertex to the saddle point as afuntion of the angle. The dashed and dash-dotted lines showestimates (7) and (8), respetivelyis valid. In the opposite ase 
 & 
r, the harateristidistane �r � 1, for whih we have�r � C1p
�
r + C2p
�
r;C1 � 0; 31; C2 � �0; 882: (8)It should also be noted that the ontinual alulationpresented in this setion an turn out erroneous forthe verties of very aute angles; suh problems requirea sepaarte onsideration with regard for the disretestruture of a magneti.3. Effetive Anisotropy for Regular PolygonsThe above-exeuted analysis of the effetive anisotropynear angles an be generalized to the solution of theproblem onerning the effetive anisotropy for regularpolygons. Suh an analysis is key for solving the problemon the distribution of magnetization in nanomagnetisin the form of polygons with regard for the magnetidipolar interation.Let us onsider a regular N -gon with thikness h, forwhih the distane from the enter to an angle vertex isa. The alulation by formula (3b) gives the followingexpression for the oeffiient of effetive anisotropy:B(�; �) = � 12�"  0Z 0�'0 F (P0=h) e�2{�d�+ISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8 805
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Fig. 5. Numerially alulated lines of effetive anisotropy forertain regular polygons. The alulation is exeuted by formulas(9). The bold line shows the separatrix urve whih passes throughsaddle points and separate the regions with different distributionsof the lines of effetive anisotropy, whih an indue, in thepresene of the strong magneti dipolar interation, differentmagnetization patterns: a state of the vortial type and a domainstruture will be formed inside and outside, respetively. For allpolygons, h = a=2+N�1Xk=1  kZ k�1 F (Pk=h) e�2{�d�#;F (x) = G(x) + 2 lnG(1=x);Pn = anan+1b�1 sin'nos[�+ �� (2n+ 1)�=N ℄ ; n = 0; N � 1; 0 = � arsin ha0b sin'0i ; b = 2a sin(�=N); j =  0 + jXi=1 'i; j = 1; N � 1;'m = aros a2m + a2m+1 � b22amam+1 ; m = 0; N � 1;ak =p�2 + a2 � 2�a os(�� 2�k=N); k = 0; N: (9)In the alulation of (9), it was assumed that theorigin of the system of oordinates (�; �) oinides with

Fig. 6. Distane rr from the saddle point to the vertex of a polygonas a funtion of its thikness by the results of the numerialintegration of relations (9). Different lines orrespond to differentpolygons. The number of angles is denoted by a number on therightthe polygon enter, and the angle � is rekoned inthe positive diretion from the line onneting thepolygon enter with one of its verties. Lines of effetiveanisotropy numerially alulated by formulas (9) forertain regular polygons are presented in Fig. 5.In the previous setion, it was established that asaddle point arises for planar angles 
 > 
r = 2�=3,whih oinides with the angle of a regular 6-gon.However, the alulation by formulas (9) testifies that,for bounded polygons, a saddle point appears already in5-gons (
5 = 3�=5) (see Fig. 5). The saddle points arepositioned on the bisetries of angles of an N -gon. Thedistane rr from the saddle point to the vertex dependson the thikness of a polygon, and this dependene forN > 5 is the same: for infinitely thin magnetis, rr ! 0,and rr ! a for thik ones (see Fig. 6). For 5-gons,rr ! 0:49a as h! 0, whih is obviously a onsequeneof the fat that the angle of a 5-gon
5 < 
r (see Fig. 6).These results are obtained numerially.It should be realled that the presented distributionsof the lines of effetive anisotropy are true only in theabsene of a dependene of the magnetization on theoordinate normal to the plane of a magneti. Thisondition an be violated at h� `.Figures 5 and 6 show the distributions of diretionsof the lines of effetive anisotropy. The quantitativevalues of the quantity B, being the oeffiient of effetiveuniaxial anisotropy whose diretion is determined fromthe indiated figures, are given in Fig. 7 (ase N = 6).It is worth noting that if the distane from thesaddle point to a vertex equals several interatomidistanes, then the models aounting the disretenessof a rystalline struture and surfae effets of a magnet806 ISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8
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Fig. 7. Values of the oeffiient B as a funtion of the distanefrom the 6-gon enter along different diretions. The solid line �along the diagonal, and the dashed line � in the diretion normalto a side. The irle denotes the saddle pointshould be used in the alulation of the magnetizationdistribution near the angle vertex.4. Estimation of Sizes of the MagnetizationInhomogeneity Near Inhomogeneities of aSurfaeThe magnetization distribution in a nanopartilenear its lateral surfae is very sensitive to surfaeroughnesses, whih affets the dynamis of the proess ofremagnetization [21, 22℄. This hampers the developmentof memory devies on the base of nanomagnetis,beause it is quite diffiult to ontrol surfae roughnesseson the fabriation of partiles with submiron sizes.Therefore, it is pratially interesting to estimate thesizes of a region near the lateral surfae of a partile,where the state is essentially different from that in thebulk.In this setion, we onsider partiles whih are in avortex state. For simpliity, we will analyze a purelyplanar vortex state with� = �=2; � = �� �=2: (10)The energy density of the magneti dipolar interationin approximation (2) for a planar vortex (10) along theangle bisetrix W vor = A(�) � B(�). Analogously, theenergy density in a partile whih is homogeneouslymagnetized normally to the plane of a speimen (� = 0)has the formW uni = �2A(�). The analysis testifies thatthe homogeneous state is energy-gained as omparedwith the vortex one near the lateral surfae (� � 1)for any angles 
 2 (0;�) (see Fig. 2). On the ontrary,

Fig. 8. Numerial solution of Eq. (11) as the upper bound for thesize of the region in an angle 
, where the magnetization goesout from the angle plane. The dash-dotted and dotted lines showestimates (12) and (13), respetivelyas the distane from the angle vertex grows (� � 1),the vortex state beomes energy-gained (W vor < W uni).Thus, there exists the ritial distane ~� suh that,at � < ~�, the quasihomogeneous orientation of themagnetization normally to the plane of a speimenbeomes more favorable. The value of ~� an be obtainedas a solution of the equation W vor = W uni or, what isthe same,3A(~�) = B(~�): (11)This equation an be analytially solved only inthe limiting ases. For small angles (
 � 1), theharateristi size of inhomogeneities turns out to besignifiant (~� � 1) and is approximately desribed bythe formula~� � 1
f�1 � 12�(1�
2=2)� ; f(x) = x�1� ln x2� ; (12)where f�1 denotes the funtion inverse to the funtionf . In the opposite ase (
 . �), we have ~� � 1:~� � 2 exp�� 11�
=�� : (13)The numerial solution of Eq. (11) is given in Fig. 8.It is neessary to note that the obtained dependene~�(
) gives only a rough upper bound for the size of theISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8 807
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Fig. 9. (a) � the vortial distribution of the magnetization in a square prism (the degree of darkness haraterizes the value of Mz;(b) � the magnetization omponent Mz normal to the plane of the prism; () � the harateristi size of the inhomogeneity in theprism angle versus the prism thikness: symbols (filled irles) orrespond to the results of miromagneti modeling, the straight line~r = h~�(�=2) presents the theoretial upper bound obtained from the solution of (11). In the insert, we show the quantity Mz along theprism diagonal (see the parameters in the text)region near an angle on the surfae, where themagnetization goes out from the partile plane. Toobtain a more exat solution, it is neessary to solvethe variational problem of minimization of the funtionalof energy. But the aount of the exhange interationenergy in suh a funtional will lead to a derease of thesize of the region under onsideration.For the sake of illustration, we onsider a rightsquare prism. With the use of the software formiromagneti modeling OOMMF [12℄, we obtained thevortex distributions of magnetization for prisms withdifferent thiknesses. It is revealed that, in the angles ofthe prism, the magnetization omponent normal to thespeimen plane (Mz) is nonzero. The maximum valueof suh a deviation of the quantity Mz, as well as thesize of a region in whih this deviation is onentrated,inreases with the prism thikness. The values ofMz=Msalong the diagonal of the prism are given in the insert inFig. 9. In the modeling, we took square prisms with thematerial parameters of permalloy (A = 2:6�10�12 J/m,Ms = 8:6 � 105 A/m), the side length of 200 nm, andthe thiknesses of 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 nm. In Fig. 9,the profile with a greater amplitude of the deviation atthe ends orresponds to a prism with greater thikness.The filled irles in Fig. 9 show the distane fromthe angle vertex of the prism to a point on the bisetrix,

where the deviation of Mz is equal to Ms=e. Suh ariterion is hosen due to the assumption about theGauss form of deviations of Mz(r). For the angle 
 =�=2, the solution of Eq. (11) ~�(
) � 0:278. In Fig. 9,we drew the straight line ~r = h~�(�=2). As is seen,even within suh a rough model whih does not aountthe exhange interation and does not take a speifiform of the inhomogeneity of Mz(r) into aount, wehave obtained the upper bound of the inhomogeneitysize whih oinides by the order of magnitude with thevalues obtained by modeling.5. ConlusionsBy using the method of effetive anisotropy ausedby the magneti dipolar interation, we havetheoretially studied the equilibrium distributions ofthe magnetization in thin magneti nanopartiles ofvarious forms. In partiular, for a plane speimenin the form of an angle, we have revealed that thedistribution of the lines of anisotropy is qualitativelyhanged on the passage through the ritial angle
r = 2�=3. For angles 
 2 (
r;�), there appearsa saddle point whih an be joined with the anglevertex by a domain wall in the ase of weak exhangeinteration.808 ISSN 0503-1265. Ukr. J. Phys. 2008. V. 53, N 8
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